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TO CUSTOMIZE WITH 
A NEW PICTURE

Delete the current 
picture, if there is one.

On the Insert tab, click 
the Pictures button.

Navigate to the image 
you want to use and 
select Insert. 

Resize the picture to fit 
the slide, as needed. 
Hold the Shift key and 
click and drag a corner.

On the Home tab, click 
the Arrange button, 
then Send to Back so 
the photo is behind the 
logos, text, and the 
transparent overlay. 

Click the Reset button 
to reapply the Layout

Branded Content on 
Facebook
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Branded content has evolved to digital



Source : “U S M illennials Tolerate  N ative  A ds and Branded Content”, February,  2016

Branded content creates value for 
people

Millennial attitudes toward branded content on social networks (% of respondents)

I am more likely to recommend brands that 
share good content to my friends

50% 

I am more loyal to brands that share engaging 
content with me

45% 

The content brands share on social platforms 
helps me form an opinion about the brand

44% 

Interesting content delivered by a brand weighs 
into my decision to continue using that brand

42% 



Influencer marketing 
is on the rise

Most common forms of branded content:

• Sponsorships
• Product placement
• Advertorial content
• Influencer marketing

86%

of social media professionals 
worldwide either have,

or plan to have influencer 
management programs

Source: H ow  B ig  Is Influencers' Influence?, eM arketer, August 2015

47%

of people aged 13-34 now say 
they've purchased something 
that an online celebrity has 

spoken about or recommended 



But marketers face unique challenges

Lack of control over 
campaign performance

Inability to connect the 
dots back to sales

Lack of visibility into
marketing spend 



Enabling creators (celebrities, public 
figures) and publishers (media 
companies) to bring their existing 
branded content deals onto Facebook. 

• A new solution that supports both 
advertisers and publishers in our 
platform 

• Increased amplification and controls

• New policies to support branded 
content

Introducing Branded Content on Facebook

Publisher 
+ 

Business 
Partner

Influencer 
+ 

Business 
Partner



1. The creator or publisher has the 
ability to tag the business partner

2. Business partners gain visibility into 
the performance of the post.

3. Business partners can amplify the 
post by :

A. Asking the creator to boost it or 
create it as an ad

B. Sharing and boosting the post 
C. Boosting the creator’s post directly 

or using it in Ads Manager/Power 
Editor as an existing post (must 
have access granted from creator)

How Branded Content works on Facebook



On the insights page, business partners can see the 
performance of the post to the publisher’s audience. 

Approvals and boosting capabilities offer business partners 
and creators/publishers control and amplification over their 
branded content on Facebook.

Gain visibility into branded content performance

The results/figures are for display only and may not be typical.



As a business partner, you can ensure only authorized 
creators or publishers can tag your Page in branded 
content posts by turning on Page Approvals as follows:

1. Go to Page, Settings, and Branded Content

2. Under Branded Content Settings, turn Page 
Approvals ON; this will bring up a list of approved 
Pages

3. Enter the names of the creators or publishers you'd 
like to approve in the Add Approved Pages field

4. Now, only approved creators and publishers can tag 
your Page in their branded content posts.

Ensure you are only tagged by your partners



F L E X I B L E  S U P P O R T  F O R  P O S T  F O R M A T S

10

Photos Links Videos Text

Live videos 360 videosInstant articles



• Our policies require to tag business partners in their 
branded content posts when there’s an exchange of 
value. 

• We also require that branded content represent a 
unique contribution from a creator, rather than 
merely posting for an exchange of value.

• Branded content can also be posted in the form of 
unpublished posts/ads. Our Ads policies require 
creators to tag their business partners using the 
branded content tool.

Branded Content policies on Facebook



Connect with the people who matter to you and 
drive results with branded content

Breakthrough with 
engaging content

Extend moments
and events

Amplify branded
content creative
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RITZ Crackers partnered with BuzzFeed’s Tasty food channel to create a 
branded, made-for-Facebook recipe video, resulting in an incremental 
sales lift among new and existing cracker buyers.

Buzzfeed Tasty + RITZ Crackers Success Story

Buzzfeed used Facebook’s branded content product to feature a holiday-themed recipe 
video with RITZ Crackers. It tested 2 videos with different degrees of brand integration 
and measured the campaign with a DLX study. Buzzfeed discovered that the video with 
the heavier brand integration  performed better in terms of sales lift.

1.2X
Return on ad spend

1.4 %
Lift in household 
penetration with 
branded video

Source : https://w w w.facebook.com /business /success /buzzfeed-tasty-ritz-crackers

2.1%
Sales lift among new 

buyers



”
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“Since holiday recipe inspiration is so popular, it is 
often hard to break-through. The RITZ Cracker + 
Tasty branded content campaign on Facebook 
helped increase in-store sales during the holiday 
period, demonstrating the impact of content 
marketing and the importance of partnering with 
innovative platforms such as Tasty/BuzzFeed.”

M O N D E L Ē Z  I N T E R N A T I O N A L

Julia Rosenbloom
Senior Associate Manager, Consumer Marketing Activation
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The leading media company shared branded content to 
influence a broad audience and change perceptions about 
its advertiser AARP.

Time Inc. + AARP Success Story 

Time Inc. worked with AARP and Facebook to launch a branded content ad campaign. 
To disrupt perception and increase brand awareness and favorability, Time Inc. 
promoted AARP’s branded video content through 3 of its influential brands: People, 
Time, and Sports Illustrated. 

4 -pt
increase in AARP brand 
favorability. 

7 -pt
increase in ad recall. 

10 -pt
increase in attribute 
rating.



For more detailed information on Branded Content and policies

Branded Content in Help Center

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/788160621327601/


Thank you


